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This paper is part of a greater work which consists of the classification
 w x.of a certain class of semiclassical parabolic systems of rank 4 see W3 .
DEFINITION 1. Let G be any group. A semiclassical parabolic system for
 < 4  4G is a set P i g I , I s 1, . . . , n , of subgroups of G with the followingi
properties:
 .  :  <  4:i G s P , . . . , P and G / G s P j g I _ i for all i g I.1 n i j
 . nii There exists a finite subgroup S F B s F P such that S gis1 i
 .  .  :Syl P l Syl P for all i, j g I, where P s P , P .2 i 2 i j i j i j
 .iii For all i g I, P rB is a rank-1 Lie group defined over a field ofi Pi
char 2 with Borel subgroup BrB .Pi
 .iv For all i, j g I, i / j, either P s P P or P rB is a rank-2 Liei j i j i j Pi j
group defined over a field of char 2 or P rB ( 3 A or 3S and the lasti j P 6 6i j
 .case occurs at least once otherwise the system is called classical .
 . gv B s F B s 1.G g g G
We call the subgroups P the minimal parabolics, the G the maximali i
parabolics, and n the rank of the parabolic system.
To each parabolic system we associate a diagram over I in the following
way:
v if P s P P then i, j are not connected,i j i j
v if P rB is a rank-2 Lie group, we take the corresponding Dynkini j Pi j
diagram for the edge between i and j,
ji ;
v ` `if P rB L ( 3 A or 3S , we take the symbol .i j P 6 6i j
* This work is part of the author's Ph.D. thesis.
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Parabolic systems are closely related to flag-transitive geometries and
can be viewed as a certain generalization of buildings for details see, e.g.,
w x w x.Bue or Pas . The class of semiclassical parabolic systems seems to be
interesting because a couple of the sporadic simple groups possess such
 w x.systems see, e.g., RS .
Here we show the uniqueness of the amalgam of maximal parabolics of
a certain semiclassical parabolic system of rank 4 which we call a system of
1 2 3 4;Ä ` ` ` `type F . This system belongs to the diagram and we assume4
7  .that G rB ( G rB ( 3 Sp 2 . The reason why we say that such a1 G 4 G 61 4
Äsystem is of type F is that it will turn out that it is closely related to the4
 .finite simple group of Lie type F 2 .4
THEOREM. Let G be a group possessing a semiclassical parabolic system
Äof type F . Then there exists a homomorphism w of G onto the finite simple4
 .  4group of Lie type F 2 which maps G , G , G , G onto the maximal4 1 2 3 4
 .parabolic subgroups of F 2 .4
 . w xRemark 1. i It was shown in Hei that the only groups which have a
;semiclassical parabolic system with diagram ` are a nonsplit exten-` `
7  . w xsion 3 Sp 2 and the sporadic simple groups M and He. In FS it was6 24
shown that the systems for M and He cannot be involved in a rank-424
system with the above diagram. Hence the assumption on G and G can1 4
be dropped modulo those results.
 . w x 833ii It was shown in W1 that if ker w is abelian, then it is of size 3
833  . w xand G is a nonsplit extension 3 F 2 . In W2 an example of such a4
nonsplit extension was constructed, which shows that there indeed exists a
Äparabolic system of type F .4
The paper is structured as follows: The needed background results,
especially about modules and the amalgam method, are contained in
Section 1. Sometimes we will present them in a more general version than
needed in this paper in order to be able to apply them to other cases as
well. In Section 2 we show that the structure of the parabolics G , G , and1 4
 .G globally resembles that of the group F 2 and in Section 3 we give14 4
explicit generators and relations for G. Those generators and relations will
 .be closely related to the Steinberg presentation of F 2 and easily show4
 :the existence of the desired homomorphism w. In fact, if W s r , r , r , r1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
` ` ` ` .is the Weyl group of F 2 corresponding to the diagram , we4
 .4will show that we just have to replace the relation r r s 1 by the2 3
 .12relation r r s 1 and to add a few more relations to ensure that2 3
 :  :.P , P rO P , P ( 3S instead of S .2 3 2 2 3 6 6
In the following, if not stated explicitly otherwise, G always denotes a
 4  < :group with a semiclassical parabolic system P , . . . , P , G s P j / i ,1 n i j
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 < :K s B , G s P k / i, j , K s B , N is the full preimage ofi G i j k i j G ii i j
 .  .O G rK in G , N is the full preimage of O G rK in G , Z s3 i i i i j 3 i j i j i j i
   ..G i:V Z S , and Q s S . The rest of the notation is standard and can1 i G i
 .  w xbe found in any introductory book on finite group theory e.g., Asch or
w x.Go .
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
1.1. Minimal Parabolic Systems and Small Representations
In this subsection we describe some of the major tools used in the
classification of minimal parabolic systems. Most of the information is
w xtaken from SW . We start with a lemma that helps us to determine the
structure of the kernels K .i
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a group with a semi- classical parabolic system
 < 4P i g I .i
 . < <i Let i / j g I and let p be a prime. If p does not di¨ ide K K rKi j j
< < < <and K K rK , then p does not di¨ ide K K .i j i i j
 .ii If P rB ( S for all i g I, then B s S and K is a 2-group fori P 3 ii
all i.
 . w  .x  . w  .x w  .xProof. i is S1, 1.14 ; ii is S1, 1.15 or S2, 1.4 .
In the notation introduced above, it is straightforward to see that Z isi
w x  .elementary abelian and that Z , Q s 1. Moreover, if C Q F Q theni i S i i
  ..either Z is a nontrivial G rQ -module or V Z S s Z 1 G . By axiomi i i 1 i iy
 .v of Definition 1 the latter can occur for at most one i g I. On the other
 .hand, if C Q g Q in most cases the structure of G rQ implies thatS i i i i
 .G s C Q K which in turn often yields a contradiction to the action ofi G i ii
G on Q K rK for some j / i. In the following we will therefore providei j i j j
some tools which are useful for studying the structure of Z as a G -mod-i i
ule.
 .DEFINITION 2. Let G be a group, V a faithful GF 2 G-module, A F G
an elementary abelian 2-group, and t g G an involution.
 . <  . < i < <i If V: C A F 2 ? A for some i g N , then V is called anV 0
F -module and A is called an offending subgroup. If i s 0 we just sayi
F-module.
 . <  . < m2G.q iii If V: C t F 2 for some i g N , then V is called anV 0
 .SC q i -module.
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DEFINITION 3. Let G be a group and G , G proper subgroups of G1 2
 :  .such that G s G , G . The coset graph G s G G , G is the graph with1 2 1 2
vertex set the right cosets of G and G in G, where two cosets G g, G h,1 2 i j
 4g, h g G, i, j g 1, 2 , are incident iff they are distinct and G g l G h / B.i j
 .For a , b g G by d a , b we denote the usual distance metric on G and by
 .  <  . 4D a s b g G d a , b s 1 the neighborhood of a g G. If a s G g,i
g g G, we say a is conjugate to i and write a ; i.
The group G naturally acts on G by right multiplication and the proof of
the following lemma is an easy exercise.
 .LEMMA 1.2. i G is bipartite and connected.
 .ii G acts faithfully on G iff there is no nontri¨ ial normal subgroup of
G contained in G l G .1 2
 .iii G acts edge-transiti¨ ely on G.
 . giv If a s G g g G, then G s G is the stabilizer of a and G isi a i a
 .transiti¨ e on D a .
 .If we consider G G , G , where G and G are some parabolic sub-1 2 1 2
groups of the group G we want to determine, then, in particular, S F G1
 .l G and Z F G , Z F G . Further it follows from axiom v of Defini-2 1 2 2 1
 .tion 1 that the equivalent statements of Lemma 1.2 ii hold. Thus there are
 4 g hg, h g G and i, j g 1, 2 such that Z g G , Z g G . The following1 i 2 j
 g .definition will be useful where Z s Z for a s G g .a i i
DEFINITION 4. Let a , b g G with Z F G but Z g G for somea b a g
 .  .g g D b and b s d a , b minimal with respect to this property. Then
 .a , b is called a critical pair.
  ..The next three lemmas show that, if Z / V Z S , then in many casesi 1
Z turns out to be an F -module. Sometimes we also get some informationi 1
about the offending subgroup. Since groups tend to possess not so many
F -modules and often these modules are classified, this helps us to deter-1
mine the action of G on Z .1 1
 .  .LEMMA 1.3. Let a , b be a critical pair in G G , G and suppose that1 2
 .C Q F Q for i s 1, 2.S i i
 .   ..i If a ; j then V Z S U G .1 jy
 .   .. w xii If V Z S U G , for i ; a , b , then Z , Z / 1 and Z is an1 i a b ay
 .  .F-module with offending subgroup Z C Z rC Z or Z is an F-mod-b G a G a ba a
 .  .ule with offending subgroup Z C Z rC Z .a G b G bb b
Proof. Notice that by conjugation there always exists a critical pair
 .  .  .  .  .1, b or 2, b and by Lemma 1.2 iv we can assume d i, b s d j, b y 1,
 .  4  4   ..where j, b is a critical pair and i, j s 1, 2 . So if V Z S 1 G then1 jy
  ..  .  .Z s V Z S F Z and there is no critical pair j, b , which proves i .j 1 i
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w x  .If Z , Z s 1, then Z F C Z F Q F G in contradiction toa b a G b b D b .b
 . < < < < <the choice of a , b . Now if Z : Z l K F Z : Z l K , then Z :a a b b b a a
 . < < <C Z K rK F Z K rK and Z is an F-module with offendingZ b a a b a a aa
 .subgroup as stated. Otherwise we get ii by interchanging the roles of a
and b.
w  .  .xThe following is basically SW, 2.1 , 2.2 but as the assumptions differ
a bit we give a proof. Recall that for any p-group P the Thompson
 .  .  <  .:subgroup J P of P is the group J P s A A g A P , where
< < < 4A P s A F P A is elementary abelian, A maximal . .
Ä Ä Ä .    ..  .   ..Further, we set Z P s V Z J P and J P s C Z P .1 P
 :LEMMA 1.4. Let G s G , G . Set B s G l G and K s B , i s1 2 1 2 i G i
1, 2. Assume that B is a 2-group, G is finite, and that the following hold:G 21
 .  .    ..G i:i There is S F G l G , S g Syl G . Set Z s V Z S ,1 2 2 2 i 1
i s 1, 2. Then Z F K and any 2-element in G l G centralizing Z is in1 1 1 2 1
K .1
 .  . h  .ii G rB ( L q , q s 2 for some h, and Z F O G s S .2 G 2 2 2 2 G2 2
 .iii B s 1.G
w xThen either there exists some A F S such that A, Z / 1, AK rK isG 1 1 12
<  . < < <  G 2:elementary abelian, and Z : C A F q ? A: A l K , or, for r g K ,1 Z 1 11
qq1 <w  .x < 2 <w  :. x < 2r g G l G , we ha¨e r, O G s q and O S, r , r s q .1 2 2 2 2
Proof. As K l K 1 K and K is a 2-group, we have K l K F1 2 2 1 1 2y
 . w x  .O G and K l K , Z s 1. We consider the coset graph G G , G .2 2 1 2 2 1 2
 .  . w xLet first 1, a be a critical pair. If a ; 1 then, by i , Z , Z / 1. So1 a
<  . < <  . < < <we may assume 1 / Z : C Z F Z : C Z s Z : Z l K . Hence1 Z a a Z 1 a a 11 a
Z is even an F-module with offending subgroup Z K rK . Let1 a 1 1
 .  .1, 2, 3, . . . , a be a path of length b. Then Z F K l K F O G . Soa 3 2 2 2
Z F S .a G 2 w x w xNow assume a ; 2. Let Z , Z / 1. As Z F K and Z l K , Z1 a 1 ay1 1 a a
<  . < < < < <s 1, we get Z : C Z F K : K l K s q F q ? Z : Z l K ,1 Z a ay1 ay1 a a a 11w x  .  .the assertion. So let Z , Z s 1. Let a q 1 g D a with d 1, a q 1 s b1 a
< < < <q 1. Then Z : Z l G F q. Similarly, we have Z : Z l G F q.1 1 aq1 aq1 aq1 1
<  . < <  . <Let Z l G : C Z F Z l G : C Z . Then ei-1 aq1 Z l G aq1 aq1 1 Z l G 11 aq1 aq1 1
wther A s Z l G has the desired properties or we have Z laq1 1 1
x w xG , Z s Z l G , Z s 1. So assume the latter. Now we haveaq1 aq1 aq1 1 1
 :  .Z l G 1 K , Z s Y and G s Y G l G . We have K laq1 1 aq1 1 a a ay1 aq1y
 .  .K F C Z l G . If C Z l G ) K l K , then, for t ga K aq1 1 K aq1 1 aq1 aa a
 . <  . <C Z l G , t f K , we have Z : C t F q. So by symmetryK aq1 1 aq1 aq1 Za aq1
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between 1 and a q 1 we may assume that K l K is normalized by Y.a aq1
w x  Y : w xAs K , K F K l K and Y F K , we see that Y, K F Kaq1 a a aq1 aq1 a a
 . < <lK . As YK rK ( L q , K : K l K s q, and there are invo-aq1 a a 2 aq1 aq1 a
 . <lutions in K _ K , we see that K g Syl Y . Furthermore, Y:aq1 a aq1 2
<Y l G s q q 1 and Y l G normalizes K . This implies thataq1 aq1 aq1
 .YrK l K ( L q . Let C be a characteristic subgroup of K anda aq1 2 aq1
 : w x <wC 1 Y. Then C 1 G , Y s G. So C s 1. Now by Bau we get t , Kaq1 ay y
x < 2  .l K s q for t g Y, o t s q q 1. Then for a conjugate r of t in Gaq1 2
 :  :.  . <w  :. x <with S, r rO S, r ( L q , We have O S, r , r s q, the asser-2 2 2
tion.
 .Finally, let 2, a be a critical pair and a ; 2. Then, in particular,
K g K . Suppose Z is not an F-module with offending subgroup inaq1 a 1
 .  .  .  G 2:K . Then J K K F K and J K K s J K . Let Y s K K . Then2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
 .  . w x  w  .x.YrK ( L q . Further J K K g K . By Bau see also Cher, 2.1 we2 2 1 2 2
Ä Ä Y Ä Y .   . :.   . :  .have J K K g Syl J K K and J K K K rK ( L q .1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .Since Z F Z K K we see that J K K F K . In particular, J K K s1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
Ä .  :J K 1 G . As G s G , Y we have that no nontrivial characteristic1 1 1y Ä Y  . : w x <wsubgroup of K is normal in X s J K K . By Bau we get K K ,1 1 2 1 2
x < 2  .r s q for r g X, o r s q q 1. Now we see as before that for P s
2 : <w  . x <S, r we have O P , r s q , the assertion.2
 4LEMMA 1.5. Let P , . . . , P be a semiclassical parabolic system for a1 n
group G such that the assumptions of Lemma 1.4 are satisfied with G s P2 1
 :and G s P , . . . , P . Suppose P rB ( S , the diagram of P is con-1 2 n 1 P 3 121
 .  .nected, and C S F S . Then Z is an F -module for G rC Z withS P P 1 1 1 G 112 12 1
offending subgroup in S .P1
 . <w x <Proof. Suppose false. Then by 1.4 we have r, S s 4 for r g P ,P 11
 .  .o r s 3 notice q s 2 by assumption . As P rB is a rank-2 Lie group12 P12w x w xor 3S resp. 3 A , we see r, S l B s 1. Hence r, S s 1. But6 6 P P P1 12 12
<  . <then 2 divides C S S rS , a contradiction.P P P P12 12 12 12
1.2. Some Results about Modules
In this subsection we collect some representation results, most of them
 . wconcerning the group Sp 2 . The first lemma, which was proved in Gil,6
 .x3.4.2 , will often enable us to reduce consideration of modules for
7  .  .3 Sp 2 to that of modules for Sp 2 .6 6
7  .  .LEMMA 1.6. Let G s 3 Sp 2 and 0 / V an irreducible GF 2 G-mod-6
<  . < 7   .ule. If V: C t F 2 for some in¨olution t g G i.e., V is an SC q 1 -V
. w  . xmodule , then O G , V s 0.3
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 .  .LEMMA 1.7. Let G s Sp 2 , n G 3, and let V be a GF 2 G-module.2 n
 .i If V is an F -module and V is irreducible, then V is the natural1
 .  .module, or G s Sp 2 resp. Sp 2 and V is the 8-resp. 16-dimensional spin6 8
module, and in the last case V is not an F-module.
 .  .  .ii If G s Sp 2 and V is a possibly reducible F -module, then V6 1
in¨ol¨ es as nontri¨ ial modules at most two natural modules or one spin
module.
 .  .iii If G s Sp 2 , V is irreducible and V is an SC-module but not an6
 .  w x.F -module, then V s M l in the notation of Co .1 2
 .  . w  .x  . w  .xProof. i and iii are taken from S1, 1.1 ; ii is shown in Gil, 3.5 .
 .  .LEMMA 1.8. Let G s Sp 2 and let V be an irreducible GF 2 G-mod-2 n
ule. Let P , . . . , P be the minimal parabolics of G corresponding to the1 n
1 2 3 n y 1 n
` ` ` ` `  .diagram ??? and S g Syl P for all i.2 i
 .   ..  :i If V is the natural module, then N C S s P , . . . , P .G V 1 ny1
 .   ..  :ii If V is the spin module, then N C S s P , . . . , P .G V 2 n
w  .xProof. S1, 1.3 .
w xIn the following lemmas, we classify involutions as in AS based on
w xSuz .
 .  .LEMMA 1.9. Let G s Sp 2 , V the natural GF 2 G-module, G F G the6 1
 .stabilizer of a nontri¨ ial ¨ector of V, and A F O G . Then:2 1
 .i G does not contain a 4-group of trans¨ ections.
 . <  . < < < < <ii V: C A G A , and if A acts quadratically on V, then A F 8.V
 . < <iii If A G 8 then A contains an element of type c .2
 .iv Let t g G such that t induces a trans¨ ection on V. Suppose W is a
 .  . <w x <se¨en-dimensional GF 2 G-module with WrC G ( V. Then W, t s 2W
 .  .  .and C t s C t rC G .W r C G. W WW
 .  . w  .  .  .  .xProof. i ] iii are shown in Gil, 2.4 , 2.6 , 3.2.2 , and 3.2.3 .
 .  . <w x < <w x < <  . <In iv we may assume G s C t . We have W, t F V, t ? C G1 G W
<  . < 5 <  .  .  .  . <s 4. So C t G 2 and C t : C t C G rC G F 2. NowW W r C G. W W WW
 .  .iv follows from the fact that C t does not contain a G -submodule ofV 1
index 2.
LEMMA 1.10. Let G, V, and G be as in Lemma 1.9. Let W be the spin1
< <module for G and A F G an elementary abelian subgroup with A s 4.
 . <w x < 3i If all in¨olutions in A are of type a , then V, A G 2 and2
<w x < 3W, A G 2 .
 .  . <w x < <w x < 6ii If A F O G , Then V, A ? W, A G 2 .2 1
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 : <w x < 2Proof. Let A s s, t . If s is of type a , then U, s s 2 for U g2
 4  . 7 . w x  .V, W . Moreover, C s ( 2 S = S acts on U, s and C s is aG 3 3 G
 :maximal subgroup of G with center s . Therefore, if t is also of type a ,2
  .  .: w x w x  .then G s C s , C t . This implies U, s / U, t and i follows.G G
 .  .In ii notice that O G only contains involutions of type b , c , and2 1 1 2
 .a . If all involutions in A are of type a , the assertion follows from i .2 2
<w x < 4 w  .x <w x < 2Otherwise, we get W, A s 2 from S1, 1.8 and V, A G 2 from
 .Lemma 1.9 i .
 .  .LEMMA 1.11. Let G s Sp 2 , V s M l , and t g G an in¨olution.6 2
<w x < 4 5 6Then V, t G 2 , 2 , 2 if it is of type b , a resp. c .1 2 2
 . w xProof. Let t g G be of type b and G s C t . Then V, t involves a1 1 G
 . w xnontrivial module for G rO G ( S . Let 0 / V F V, t be an irre-1 2 1 6 1
<w x < < < 4 w  .xducible submodule. Then V, t G V s 2 by Tim, 2.17 .1
 . w xSince VrC t ( V, t as a G -module, there is V F V such thatV 1 2
VrV ( V . Now dim V rV s 14 y 2 ? 4 s 6 and V rV must involve a2 1 2 1 2 1
further nontrivial S -module. Otherwise, we would get the contraction6
 .  .dim C S ) 1 for S g Syl G .V 2
 .  .Choose s g O G of type a . Then st is of type c and P s G l C s2 1 2 2 1 G
is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to an end node of the
w  .xDynkin diagram. Hence P, C S s 0 for a suitable Sylow-2-subgroupV
 .  .S F P by the definition of the module M l . Since C S F V , this2 V 1
 .  :  .implies that V ( O G r t as a G rO G -module. Calculation in the1 2 1 1 2 1
 .  .group Sp 2 shows that s is conjugate in G to an element s g G _O GÄ6 1 2 1
<w x < <w x < 2 <w x < 5such that V , s s VrV , s s 2 . Hence V, s G 2 . Also, st is conju-Ä Ä1 2
X  .gate to an element in G _O G ; i.e., it corresponds to an element in A .1 2 1 6
6<w x <This implies V, st G 2 .
w  . . .x <  . < 6Remark. In S1, 1.17 b i it was stated that V: C t G 2 holds forV
 .any involution t g G. But, considering the module M l for the group1
 . <w x < 4F 2 , which involves a section isomorphic to V, one can see that V, t s 24
if t is of type b . It can even be shown independently by considering that1
module that we actually always have equality in Lemma 1.11. But since we
do not need this fact for our applications, we did not include it as it would
.make the proof of Lemma 1.11 too long.
 .  .LEMMA 1.12. Let G s Sp 2 and let V be a GF 2 G-module such that6
w x  .W s V, G is the spin module. Then V s W [ C G .V
< <Proof. It suffices to consider the case V: W s 2. Let K F G with
q .K ( O 2 ( S , A ( H F K. Let G be the stabilizer of a point in the6 8 8 1
natural representation of G which is nonsingular with respect to the
quadratic form stabilized by K. Then H s H l G ( S . This can easily1 1 6
 .be calculated taking into account that the natural GF 2 K-module is
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.isomorphic to a section of the permutation module for S . Thus H8 1
contains a Sylow-3-subgroup of G and there is r g H such that r acts1 1
fixed point freely on W. Since 1, 4, 6 are the dimensions less than or equal
to 8 of the irreducible A -modules, as an H-module W must involve two8
 . w  .xfour-dimensional modules. Now V s W [ C H by S1, 1.7 .V
 .  .As r g H acts fixed point freely on W, we have C H s C H . Let1 V V 1
 :  .  . t  .  .t s Z G . Then C H s C H . On the other hand, C H is1 V 1 V 1 V
 .  :  w xinvariant under N H s K and hence under t, K s G. By A K is aG
.maximal subgroup of G.
 .LEMMA 1.13. Let G s Sp 2 , G F G the stabilizer of a ¨ector in the6 1
 .natural module, and K s O G . Let V be the spin module and 0 / ¨ g V.1 2 1
<  . <Then K : C ¨ F 8.1 K1
 . w xProof. Let V s C K s V, K . Then V and VrV are irreducible1 V 1 1 1 1
modules for G rK ( S of dimension 4. Hence G is transitive on V a1 1 6 1 1
 .a w x <  . <and VrV . Let ¨ g V _V . As ¨ , K : V , we have K : C ¨ F 16,1 1 1 1 1 K1
and we have equality iff ¨ is conjugate to all elements in ¨ q V . But then,1
as V is not invariant under G, G would be transitive on V a, a contradic-1
6  ..  .  .tion to C C S ( 2 L 2 for S g Syl G .G V 3 2
2. THE GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF THE
MAXIMAL PARABOLICS
1 2 3 4
` ` ` ` .Let H s F 2 . Then H has the Dynkin diagram and for4
the two maximal parabolic subgroups corresponding to the end nodes we
1q6q8  .  .  .have H ( H ( 2 Sp 2 and H l H rO H l H ( Sp 2 ( S .1 4 6 1 4 2 1 4 4 6
 .Moreover, for i s 1, 4, O H is the direct product of an extraspecial2 i
group of order 21q8 and an elementary abelian group of order 26 and
 .   ..H rO H acts faithfully and indecomposably on Z O H and oni 2 i 2 i
 .  .O H rZ H . The main goal of this section is to show that G and G2 i i 1 4
contain normal subgroups of order 37 such that the same is true for
 .G rO G .i 3 i
Ä  .LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a group of type F . Then B s S and K s O G4 i j 2 i j
 .for all 1 F i, j F 4 including the case i s j .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.1.
Ä  .LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a group of type F . Suppose C K F K for4 S i i
  ..  .  .i s 1, 4 and V Z S 1 G . Let 4, a be a critical pair in G G , G . Then1 1 1 4y
a ; 1.
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a ; 4. Then, by Lemma 1.3, Z is4
 .an F-module with offending subgroup contained in O G rK s K rK2 14 4 14 4
w x w   .. xand by Lemma 1.6, Z , N s 1. Since V Z S , G s 1, by Lemmas4 4 1 14
 .1.7 and 1.8, Z involves the natural module. Now Lemma 1.9 ii implies4
that Z cannot involve another nontrivial module; therefore Z is the4 4
< < 6 <   .. < < <natural module, Z s 2 , and V Z S s Z s 2.4 1 1
Ä Ä ÄG1 G1 Äw x  :  :Let Z s Z , K , V s Z , and V s Z . Then Z 1 G and4 4 14 1 4 1 4 4 14yÄ Ä< <Z : Z s 2. Moreover, G acts on V and V and we are going to derive4 4 1 1 1
contradictions from these actions.
First of all, since a ; 4, we have Z F K , so V F K , too. Further, the4 1 1 1
action of K rK yields14 4
G1X G1Ä Ä ÄV F V , K F Z , K F Z s Z 2.1 .1 1 1 4 1 1 1
and
GX G1 1Ä Ä :w x w xV F V , K F Z , K F Z s V . 2.2 .1 1 1 4 1 4 1
Ä Ä  .In particular, we can regard V rZ and V rV as GF 2 -modules for1 1 1 1
Ä ÄG rK . As G rN acts nontrivially on Z rZ , V rZ must involve a1 1 14 14 4 1 1 1
Ä Ä . w x w xnontrivial G rK -module, and since Z , K / Z , K we have Z g V1 1 4 1 4 1 4 1
Äand V ) V . We can even show the following two assertions:1 1
Ä ÄIf V is an SC-module, then V in¨ol¨ es the spin module, and if1 1
9Ä Ä< < V in¨ol¨ es only one nontri¨ ial module, then V s 2 . Notice1 1 2.3 .
Äthat by the assumption ``SC-module'' and, by Lemma 1.6, V is a1
 . .module for G rN ( Sp 2 .1 1 6
5 Ä . < <If V is an SC q 1 -module and K : K l K s 2 , then V1 1 1 4 1 2.4 .Äin¨ol¨ es the spin module and V rV in¨ol¨ es the natural module.1 1
P1 Ä .  :In order to prove 2.3 we set T s Z and choose V F V maximal1 1
Äsubject to T g V and V 1 G . Then V rV is a nontrivial irreducible1 1y Ä . w xmodule with TVrV F C SrK and T , P g V. So V rV can neitherÄV r V 1 2 11
 .be the natural module nor M l and hence has to be the spin module by2
 .Lemma 1.7. If VrZ is a trivial G rN -module, then, by the dual of1 1 1
Lemma 1.12, V rZ splits over VrZ ; i.e., we have1 1 1
Ä ÄV rZ s VrZ [ V , G Z rZ ,1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ä 9<w x <with V , G Z s 2 . But from the action of G F G on Z , we know1 1 1 14 4 4
Ä Ä Ä Ä G1 Ä G1 Äw x w x : w x w xthat Z s Z , G . Thus V s Z , G F V , G s V , G and4 4 14 1 4 14 1 1 1 1
 .V s Z ; i.e., 2.3 is shown.1
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Ä ÄSuppose G rN acts trivially on V rV . Then Z V 1 G . Hence also1 1 1 1 4 1 1y
Äw x  .Z V , K 1 G . But, under the assumptions of 2.4 , we have K K rK4 1 1 1 1 4 4y
 .  .s O G rK and the action of Sp 2 on the natural module implies that2 14 4 6
Ä Ä Ä 5w x w x < <Z s Z , K s Z V , K 1 G . This is impossible because Z s 2 .4 4 1 4 1 1 1 4y
Ä Ä ÄTherefore V rV must be a nontrivial SC-module with Z V rV F1 1 4 1 1
Ä Ä . w xC SrK and Z , G F Z F V , and hence involves the naturalÄV r V 1 4 14 4 11 1
Ämodule by Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8. Now V is still an SC-module and the rest1
 .  .of 2.4 follows from 2.3 .
 .  .  .Let a be chosen such that d 1, a s d 4, a y 1 and let a q 1 g D a
 .with Z g G . Let b s d 4, a . We are going to derive contradictions in4 aq1
each of the cases b s 2 and b ) 2. First suppose:
Ä .Case 1: b s 2, i.e., a g D 1 . We will distinguish the subcases V g K1 4
Äand V F K .1 4
Ä Ä . w xCase 1.1: V g K . From Z F K and 2.1 we get Z , V F Z ,1 4 4 1 4 1 1
Ä  .which means that V induces transvections on Z . By Lemma 1.9 i there1 4
 .is no 4-group of transvections in Sp 2 . Hence6
Ä Ä< <V : V l K s 2. 2.5 .1 1 4
Ä Ä ÄX Ä ÄG1 Äw x w  :xFurthermore, V , Z s 1, so V s V , Z s 1 and V is elementary1 4 1 1 4 1
abelian.
Ä <  .:  . w xAs Z s Z b g D 4 , there exists b g D 4 with V , Z / 1. Thus4 b 1 b
Ä ÄV g G , V l Z s 1 and1 b 1 b
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄV l K , V l G F V , G l V , K F V j Z s 1. 2.6 .1 b b 1 1 1 b b 1 b
Ä  .  .As V l K F G , we deduce from 2.5 and 2.6 that1 4 b
Ä Ä Ä Ä< <V : C V l G F V : V l KÄ  /1 V b 1 1 1 b1
Ä Ä Ä Ä< < < <s V : V l G ? V l G : V l K1 1 b 1 b 1 b
Ä Ä< <s 2 ? V l G : V l K . 2.7 .1 b 1 b
Ä Ä< <As b is conjugate to 1 in G , we have V : V l K s 2, too, and4 b b 4
Ä .inequality 2.7 also holds, if we interchange 1 and b. So if V l K g Kb 4 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä< < < <we may assume V l G : V l K F V l G : V l K , which means1 b 1 b b 1 b 1
Ä Ä .that V is an F -module with offending subgroup V l G K rK . Now1 1 b 1 1 1
Ä .we get a contradiction to 2.3 because V l K is a G -submodule of1 4 14
Äindex 2 in V and the spin module does not possess such a submodule.1
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Ä Ä Ä Äw xSo we have V l K s V l K , which yields V , V l K F Z F Zb 4 b 1 1 b 4 1 4
Ä Ä Ä .  : w and V l K Z 1 G l G , V s G . Consequently, W s K , V lb 4 4 4 b 1 4 4 by
Ä. x w x  .K Z s K , V l K 1 G . Now K g K and by 2.3 , K does not4 4 4 b 4 4 4 b 4y
Ä  .induce transvections on V . In particular, W / 1 by 2.5 . So W lb
Ä  ..V Z S / 1 and we get the contradiction Z F W F V .1 4 b
Ä Äw xCase 1.2: V F K , in particular, V , Z s 1. By conjugation in G , for1 4 1 4 1
Ä Ä . w x  . <all d g D 1 we get V , Z s 1. Hence V F Z V F K and Z : Z l1 d 1 1 d d d
Ä X . < w xZ V s 2. Moreover, Z F K F G and V s Z , Z s Z . Thus V1 4 a aq1 1 4 a 1 1
induces a transvection on Z anda
< <V : V l K s 2 2.8 .1 1 a
Ä . < <by Lemma 1.9 i . By symmetry, we have V : V l K s 2 and V Faq1 aq1 a aq1
Ä ÄK F G . We are going to discuss the cases V F K and V g Ka 1 aq1 1 aq1 1
separately.
ÄSuppose first that V F K F G . Thenaq1 1 4
Ä Ä Ä ÄV , Z l G s V , Z F K , Z F Zaq1 4 aq1 aq1 4 1 4 1
Ä Ä Ä .and 2.3 implies that Z acts trivially on V rZ , i.e., Z F K . Now4 aq1 aq1 4 aq1
Ä Ä Äw x w xZ , V F Z l Z s 1. As Z g G , we have V , Z / 1. So4 aq1 4 aq1 4 aq1 aq1 4
Ä ÄV induces a transvection on Z . This implies that V K rK saq1 4 aq1 4 4
Ä Äw x w xZ K rK and Z , V s Z , Z F Z . Therefore we have V Za 4 4 4 aq1 4 a a aq1 a
Ä : w x1 Z , G l G s G , and hence also V Z , K 1 G . But4 a aq1 a aq1 a a ay y
Ä Ä Äw x w x w xV Z , K s V , K / 1, so Z F V Z , K and we get theaq1 a a aq1 a aq1 aq1 a a
contradiction
GaGa Ä Ä Ä :Z s Z F V Z , K s V Z , K F V .a aq1 aq1 a a aq1 a a aq1
ÄIt remains to consider the case V g K . First, we show that we mayaq1 1
w x w xassume V g G . Indeed, as 1 / Z , Z , we have Z , x / 1 foraq1 1 4 a 4
Ä  . .x g Z _ Z . Let t be the involution in Z G l G N rN and s ga a 1 a a a
G rN an element of order 3 which is inverted by t and centralizes aa a
 s :subgroup isomorphic to S in G rN . Then Z , Z is a hyperbolic plane6 a a 1 1
s Ä sin Z and Z g Z . Take a q 1 s 1 . Thena 1 a
sy1 ss s tstw xV , Z s V , Z s V , Z s V , Zaq1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s tst st w xs V , Z s V , Z / 1,1 1 1 aq1
which yields the assertion. In particular, Z is not centralized by V , and1 aq1
Ä Ä .since, as stated previously, V F Z V , we have Z g V .aq1 aq1 1 aq1
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Ä  .  .Choose t g V _ K . Then by 2.8 and 2.1aq1 1
< < < < < < w xV : C t F V : V l K ? V l K : V l K ? K , t .1 V 1 1 a 1 a 1 aq1 aq11
F 2 ? 25 ? 2 s 27.
Ä Ä Ä . <  . <As by 2.3 , V : C V ) 2, we deduce from V F K andÄ1 V aq1 1 a1
Ä Ä ÄV l K , V F V l Z s 1 2.9 .1 aq1 aq1 1 aq1
Ä Ä< < < < < <that K : K l K s K : K l K G V : V l K G 4. Hence K :1 1 4 a a aq1 1 1 aq1 1
5 Ä Ä<  .K l K s 2 and by 2.4 V involves the spin module and V rV the1 4 1 1 1
natural module.
Ä Ä Ä< < <  . <Since V K rK G 4, now we get V : C V G 8. But inter-Ä1 aq1 aq1 aq1 V 1aq1
 .changing the roles of 1 and a q 1 in 2.9 and taking into account that
Ä Ä Ä Ä . < <Z g V , we see that C V s V l K . So V K rK G 8 and,Ä1 aq1 V 1 aq1 1 aq1 1 1aq1Ä Ä .by Lemma 1.9 iii , V contains an element t of type c . Now, if Vaq1 2 1
Ä 6<  . <involved more than one nontrivial module, we would get V : C t G 2 ,Ä1 V1Ä 9 Ä . < <which is impossible. So by 2.3 , V s 2 and V rZ is the spin module.1 1 1
Ä 4 Ä Ä Ä Ä<w x < w x w xFurther V rZ , t s 2 and V , t F V . But Z g V . Thus V , t1 1 1 aq1 1 aq1 1
Ä 4 Ä<w x < <lZ s 1 and V , t s 2 . On the other hand, Lemma 1.13 yields V :1 1 1
Ä . <  :C tZ F 8, so t must be conjugate in V to tz where z s Z , andÄV aq1 1 aq11
Ä Äw xwe get the contradiction Z F t, V F V .aq1 1 1
Now consider
w x  .Case 2: b ) 2. In this case Z , Z s 1 for all b g D 1 . In particular,4 b
 <  .:V s Z b g D 1 F K and V is elementary abelian.1 b 4 1
 . .Furthermore, 1 / Z K rK F O G l G N rN and from the ac-a 4 4 2 1 4 4 4
 . w xtion of Sp 2 on the natural module we can see that Z F Z , Z F Z6 1 4 a a
 .  .  .F V . Hence V F C Z s G l G for b g D 1 with d b , a saq1 aq1 G 1 b 1b
b y 2.
 . w xThe action of Sp 2 on the natural module also yields that Z , t / 16 a
Ä Äfor t g Z _ Z , which implies that Z l G s Z l K F Z . Again we4 4 4 aq1 4 a 4
will distinguish two subcases.
ÄCase 2.1. Suppose V F K F G . Then we haveaq1 1 4
Ä ÄV , Z l G F K , Z F Z .aq1 4 aq1 1 4 1
Ä .But by 2.3 there are no transvections on V , so Z l G F K .aq1 4 aq1 aq1
Äw xThis yields Z l G , V F Z l Z s 1 and4 aq1 aq1 4 aq1
ÄC V K rK s C Z K rK s Z l K . 2.10 .  . .Z aq1 4 4 Z a 4 4 4 a4 4
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Äw xSince Z , Z F Z and there is no 4-group of transvections on Z , we4 a 1 a
Ä Ä Ä< < < <have Z : Z l K F 2 and Z : Z l K F 4. Suppose s g V _ K4 4 a 4 4 a aq1 4
 . < <does not induce a transvection on Z . Then by 2.10 Z : Z l K s 4.4 4 4 a
 . < <Now, by Lemma 1.9 ii , Z : Z l K G 4 and there is u g Z such that ua a 4 a
does not induce a transvection either. Considering Z as a symplectic4
space, we get
H H Hw x w xZ , s s C s s Z l K s C u s Z , u . .  .  .4 Z 4 a Z 44 4
w x w xIf s induces a transvection, clearly s, Z s Z F Z , Z . So in any case4 1 4 a
Ä Äw x w x  :we have Z , V s Z , Z F Z and V Z 1 Z , G l G s4 aq1 4 a a aq1 a 4 a aq1y Ä .G . As above in Case 1.2 this yields the contradiction Z F V .a a aq1
It remains to consider
Ä Ä ÄCase 2.2. V g K ; i.e., V acts nontrivially on V rZ . Since Z Faq1 1 aq1 1 1 a
Ä Ä Äw x  .K , we have V , Z F Z by 2.1 . If V g K this means that V induces1 1 a 1 1 a 1
Ä Ä< <transvections on Z . Hence V : V l K F 2.a 1 1 a
Ä . w xFurther, again by 2.1 , V l K , V F V l Z s 1, so1 aq1 aq1 1 aq1
Ä Ä Ä . <  . <  .C V K rK s V l K . Since V : C V K rK G 4 by 2.3 ,ÄV aq1 1 1 1 aq1 1 V aq1 1 11 1
Äthere exists an element t g V l G _ K and we get1 aq1 aq1
5 6< < < < w xV : C t F V : V l K ? K , t F 2 ? 2 s 2 . .aq1 V aq1 aq1 1 1aq1
So V , hence also V , is an SC-module.aq1 1
Ä <  .:Let W s V b g D a . Then W 1 G and W F K . Furthermore, asb a ay
 .b G 4, for b , g g D a we have
Ä Ä Ä < :  < :V s Z d g D b F Z d d , g F 3 F K . .  .b d d g
ÄSimilarly V F K , sog b
Ä Ä Ä ÄV , V F V , K l V , K F Z l Z s 1,b g b b g g b g
which means that W is elementary abelian. This, together with the facts
w x w xthat V F G and W F G , implies V , W F V l W and V , W, W s 1;1 a 1 1 1 1
i.e., W acts quadratically on V . So if V involves a natural module we get1 1
< <  . < <W: W l K F 8 by Lemma 1.9 ii , if not we even have W: W l K F 21 1
 .by 2.4 . As Z F G , similarly we see that W l K s W l G acts4 a 1 4
< <quadratically on Z . Hence W l K : W l K F 8 and4 1 4
61 / W : C Z K rK F 2 . .W 4 a a
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In particular, W is an SC-module and N acts trivially on W by Lemmaa
Ä1.6. Now V Z rZ is a four-dimensional submodule of WrZ foraq1 a a a
 .G l G rK anda aq1 a
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄV Z rZ ( V r V l Z s V rZ ( Z rZ . 2.11 . .aq1 a a aq1 aq1 a aq1 a a aq1
Ä Äw  .x w xMoreover, V , O G l G rK s V , K K rK F Z , i.e.,aq1 2 a aq1 a aq1 aq1 a a a
Ä   ..V Z rZ F C O G l G rK . But if M is the naturalaq1 a a W r Z 2 a aq1 aa
  ..G rN -module, then dim C O G l G rK s 1, and if M is thea a M 2 a aq1 a
Ä .spin module, then the action of G l G rO G l G on V Z rZa aq1 2 a aq1 aq1 a a
Ä  ..is not equivalent to the action on C O V Z rZ . So, by Lemma 1.7,M 2 aq1 a a
 .WrZ involves M l . As Z F W is also a nontrivial module, Lemmaa 2 a
< <1.11 implies that Z : Z l K s 2 and that s g Z _ K is of type b ; i.e.,4 4 a 4 a 1
Äs induces a transvection on Z . Now Z F K , and as we may assume thata 4 a
Ä .this holds for all b g D 1 , we have V F K F G .1 a aq1
5 Ä<w x <Furthermore, W, s G 2 by Lemma 1.11. So K s K K and V rV14 1 4 1 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä . w x w xinvolves the natural module by 2.4 . Now V , V , V F V l V , Vaq1 1 1 aq1 1 1
Ä Ä Ä 3< <s 1, i.e., V acts quadratically on V and V : V l K F 2 by1 aq1 1 1 aq1
Ä .Lemma 1.8 ii . Obviously, this implies that V involves only one nontrivial1
Ä 9< <module, hence that V s 2 .1
Ä Ä Ä Ä 2< < <  . <On the other hand, we have V : V l K s V : C V G 2 , soÄ1 1 aq1 1 V aq11
Ä 6 Ä Ä<w x <  . w x w x  .V , V G 2 by Lemma 1.10 ii . But V , V F V , K for 0 g D 1aq1 1 1 aq1 1 0
Ä 4 Ä 5 . <w x < <w x <with d 0, a s b y 2 and V , K Z rZ s 2 , i.e., V , K F 2 . This1 0 1 1 1 0
final contradiction proves the lemma.
Ä  .LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a group of type F . Suppose C K F K for4 S i i
  ..i s 1, 4. Then V Z S U G for i s 1 and 4.1 iy
  ..Proof. Suppose V Z S 1 G . Then by Lemma 1.5, Z is an F -mod-1 1 4 1yw xule and, by Lemma 1.6, Z , N s 1. Now Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 and4 4
w   .. xV Z S , G s 1 yield that Z contains a natural module W . Let1 14 4 4
Ä Ä Ä G1 G1w  .x  :  :T s W l Z , W s W , O G , V s W , and V s W . Then1 4 1 4 4 2 14 1 4 1 4
 .  .the statements 2.1 ] 2.4 from the proof of Lemma 2.2 hold if we replace
Z by T and Z by W .1 1 4 4
 .  .  .  .Let 4, a be a critical pair in G G , G , b s d 4, a , and d 1, a s b y1 4
1. By Lemma 2.2 we have a ; 1.
Ä Äw x w xSuppose b s 1, i.e., Z g K . If W F K , then W , V F K , V F T4 1 4 1 4 1 1 1 1
Ä Ä Ä . < <by 2.1 . Thus, V can only induce transvections on W and V : V l K F1 4 1 1 4
Ä<  . <  .2. But now 1 / V : C Z K rK F 2 in contradiction to statement 2.3Ä1 V 4 1 11
from Lemma 2.2.
 .  .   ..So W g K . If F K / 1, then F K l V Z S / 1 and we can4 1 4 4 1
 .choose W F F K . But K rK l K ( K K rK is elementary abelian.4 4 4 1 4 4 1 1
 .Hence F K F K l K . So, as W g K , we may assume that K is4 1 4 4 1 4
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Äw xelementary abelian. In particular, V l K , K s 1 and1 4 4
Ä Ä Ä< < < < < <V : C K K rK s V : V l K F K K rK s K K rK ; .Ä1 V 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 11
Ä Äi.e., V is an F-module with offending subgroup K K rK . Now V rT is1 4 1 1 1 1
Ä 7 .  .the spin module by 2.3 . As V K rK 1 G rK , the structure of 3 Sp 21 4 4 14 4 6yÄ Ä Ä 5 Ä< < < <yields V : V l K s V K rK s 2 or 2 . On the other hand, V l K 11 1 4 1 4 4 1 4 yÄG and T F V l K . But the spin module does not possess a G rN -14 1 1 4 14 14
submodule of index 2 or 25, a contradiction.
So b G 3 and V is elementary abelian. By our choice of a we have1
V F G and V F G . We are going to reach a contradiction in each of1 a a 1
Ä Äthe cases V F K and V g K . Suppose firsta 1 a 1
Ä Ä Ä Äw x w x  .Case 1: V F K F G . Then we have W , V F W , K F T by 2.1 .a 1 4 4 a 4 1 1
Ä  .So W F K by 2.3 . We may assume that this holds for any critical pair4 a
 .b , g .
Ä Ä X <  .:  <  . :Let W s V d g D 4 s W d 4, b s 2 . Then W 1 G , W s 1, andd b 4y
 .  .  . W F K F G since d b , a y 2 F d b , 4 q d 4, a y 2 F 2 q bay2 ay1
. w xy 2 s b for all such b. In particular, W F G and W, T s 1.1 1
Ä Ä Ä< < <On the other hand, Z acts nontrivially on V . So V : V l K s V :4 a a a 4 a
Ä . <  .C Z K rK G 4 by 2.3 and there is an element t g V _ K such thatÄV 4 a a a 4a
 .t does not induce a transvection on W . From the action of Sp 2 on the4 6
Ä Äw x w x w xnatural module, we see that T s W , t F K , V F T . As T , G s 1,1 4 a a a a a
 :  :we get T 1 W, G . If W g G , then G s W, G l G and G s1 a a ay1 ay1 ay Ä :  : w xG , G s W, G . But T U G, so we have W F G , W, V F W lay1 a a 1 a ayÄ Ä .V F C W , and W acts quadratically on V . Since no elementary abelianÄa V aa 6  .subgroup of order 2 of Sp 2 acts quadratically on the spin module, this6
yields
5 6< < < <w xW : C t F W : W l K ? K , t F 2 ? 2 s 2 . .W a a
Ä Ä ÄBut V W rW ( V rW is a G N rN -submodule of WrW which is1 4 4 1 4 14 1 1 4
Ä  .isomorphic to W rT , i.e., to a section of a natural Sp 2 -module for4 1 6
G rN . As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, WrW must involve a nontrivial4 4 4
module which can be neither the natural nor the spin module. Hence W
 .involves M l by Lemma 1.7. As t does not induce a transvection on the2
<  . < 5 <natural module, we get WrW : C t G 2 by Lemma 1.11 and W:4 W r W4
 . < 7C t G 2 , a contradiction.W
It remains to consider.
Ä Ä Ä<  . <  .Case 2: V g K . Let t g V _ K . Then V : C t G 4 by 2.3 andÄa 1 a 1 1 V1Ä Ä Ä Ä .  <  .:V g K by 2.1 . As V s W b g D 1 we may assume W g K . On1 a 1 b 4 a
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the other hand,
6Ä < < < <w xV : C t F V : C t F V : V l K ? K , t F 2 .  .Ä1 V 1 V 1 1 a a1 1
Ä  .and V involves the spin module by 2.3 .1
 .  . < <Let 0 g D 1 such that d 0, a s b y 2. Suppose K : K l K s 2 and1 1 4
choose s g Z _ K . Then4 a
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä< < < <V : C s F V : V l K ? V l K : V l K .Äa V a a 1 a 1 a 4a
< < < <F K : K l K ? K : K l K F 4.0 0 1 1 1 4
 :  . w  .xBut s K rK s K K rK s Z G l G rK and S1, 1.8 impliesa a ay1 a a ay1 a a
Ä 4<w x <V , s G 2 , a contradiction.a
5 Ä< <  .So K : K l K s 2 and by 2.4 V rV involves the natural module.1 1 4 1 1
w xAs V , V F V l V and V and V are abelian, V acts quadratically on1 a 1 a 1 a 1
< <V and vice versa. Hence V : V l K F 8 by Lemma 1.9. But the actionsa 1 1 a
 . <  . < 4of Sp 2 on the natural and spin modules yield that V : C t G 2 for6 1 V1Ät g V _ K as above. Hencea 1
< < < <V : V l K s V : V l K s 8, 2.12 .1 1 a a a 1
Ä 9 Ä Ä< <V s 2 , V rT is the spin module, and V rV involves, apart from one1 1 1 1 1
natural module, only trivial factors.
Ä 4 Ä 3<  . < <  . <Let s g V _ K . Then V : C s s 2 and V : C s F 2 . There-Ä1 a a V a Va a
Ä Ä Ä Ä< <fore, V N rN induces only involutions of type a on V and V : V l K1 a a 2 a 1 1 a
F 4 by Lemma 1.9.
Ä Ä Ä 6< < <w x <Suppose V : V l K s 4. Then V , V G 2 by Lemma 1.10. But1 1 a a 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä 5w x w x < <V , V F K , V s V l W and V l W s 2 , a contradiction. As thea 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
same holds interchanging the roles of 1 and a and substituting 0 by a y 1,
we have
Ä Ä Ä Ä< < < <V : V l K s V : V l K s 2. 2.13 .1 1 a a a 1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äw x w xNow V l K , V / 1 / V , V l K and T T F V l V .1 a a 1 a 1 1 a 1 a
  . .Let t g V _ K of type c t exists by 2.12 and Lemma 1.9 . Thena 1 2
Ä 4 Ä Ä Ä Ä<w x < w x w xV rT , t s 2 , and from T F V , V it follows that V , V s V l W .1 1 1 1 a 1 a 1 0
Ä 3 Ä . <w x < w xBut from 2.13 we deduce V l K , t T rT G 2 . As V l K , t T F1 a 1 1 1 a 1
ÄV this yieldsa
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄV , V rV s V , V V rV s V , V : V , V l V s 2;1 a a 1 a a a 1 a 1 a a
Ä Äi.e., V N rN induces a transvection on V rV . This contradicts the1 a a a a
Äpreviously mentioned fact that V can only induce involutions of type a1 2
and the lemma is proved.
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Ä  .LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a group of type F . Suppose C K F K and4 S i i
  ..  .Z / V Z S for i s 1, 4. Then Z g K , Z g K , and Z rZ G arei 1 1 4 4 1 i i
 .natural Sp 2 -modules for i s 1, 4.6
Proof. The assumption together with Lemma 1.5 implies that Z and1
w x w xZ are F -modules. Hence, by Lemma 1.6, Z , N s Z , N s 1 and by4 1 1 1 4 4
Lemma 1.17, Z and Z involve only natural and spin modules as nontriv-1 4
ial factors.
 .Look at the coset graph G s G G , G . By symmetry, we may assume1 4
 .that there exists a critical pair 1, a .
Suppose Z involves the spin module. Then Lemma 1.7 yields that Z1 1
 .involves only one nontrivial G rN -factor; i.e., Z rZ G is the spin1 1 1 1
w   ..  :xmodule. Now V Z S , P , P s 1 by Lemma 1.8. Further, by Lemma1 3 4
w x w  .x1.3, Z , Z / 1 and, by S1, 1.9 , Z cannot involve the spin module. So1 a a
a ; 4 and Z involves only natural and trivial modules. As there are no4
< <transvections on the spin module, we have Z : Z l K G 4. Now Lemma1 1 a
 . < < < < 31.9 ii yields Z : Z l K G 4. Hence Z : Z l K G 2 by the actiona a 1 1 1 a
 . < < 3of Sp 2 on the spin module and Z : Z l K G 2 again by Lemma6 a a 1
 . <1.9 ii . Now Z N rN contains an element of type c and we even get Z :a 1 1 2 1
< 4 < < 5 Z l K G 2 . Since Z : Z l K F 2 , this implies that Z and also1 a a a 1 a
.  .Z involves only one nontrivial factor; i.e., Z rZ G is the natural4 4 4
w   ..  :x   ..module. From Lemma 1.8 we get V Z S , P , P s 1 and V Z S1 2 3
 :1 P , P , P s G , a contradiction.2 3 4 1y
Therefore Z involves only natural and trivial modules. By symmetry,1
 .the same holds for Z . From Lemma 1.9 ii we deduce thata
< < < <Z : Z l K s Z : Z l K 2.14 .1 1 a a a 1
 .  .and that Z rZ G and Z rZ G are natural modules. By Lemma 1.8 we1 1 a a
w   .. xget V Z S , G s 1. So, again by Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8, Z involves as1 14 4
nontrivial factors at most two natural modules. Further Z l Z 1 G ,1 4 14y
but the action of G rN ( S on the natural module for G rN is not14 14 6 1 1
equivalent to the action on the natural module for G rN . So Z l Z s4 4 1 4
  ..V Z S .1
 .Let b s d 1, a . We want to show that b s 1. Then we may take a s 4
and the assertion of the lemma follows from what we have already proved
about the structures of Z and Z . We are going to exclude the cases1 a
b s 2 and b G 3 separately. Suppose first
 .Case 1: b s 2, i.e., a g D 4 . Let W F Z such that W 1 G and4 4 4 4yÄ  .. w xW r W l Z G is the natural module. Let W s W , K and V s4 4 4 4 4 14 1
Ä G1 :W . Then V F K because of b ) 1. Further4 1 1
G1 G1Ä  :w xV , K F W , K F V Z S s Z , . .1 1 4 1 1 1
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 .which means that K F C V rZ . Since G rN acts nontrivially on1 G 1 1 14 141
Ä Ä Ä Ä   ...  .  .W r W l V Z S s W r W l Z , we get K s C V rZ . In partic-4 4 1 4 4 1 1 S 1 1
ular, V rZ involves a nontrivial G rK -module. As in the former lemmas1 1 1 1
Ä Ä  ..the action of G N rN on W r W l Z G shows that this module14 1 1 4 4 4
 .cannot be the natural Sp 2 -module.6
From Z F K and V F G we get4 1 1 4
w x w x w xV , Z F V , K l G , Z F Z l Z s V Z S . . .1 4 1 1 4 4 1 4
<If V g K this implies that V induces transvections on W . Thus V :1 4 1 4 1
Ä X<  . w xV l K s 2, V N rN s Z G N rN , and V , W s 1. Now also V s1 4 1 4 4 14 4 4 1 4 1
1.
As V l K F G and Z F G , we get1 4 a a 1
w x w x XZ , V l K , V l K F Z l V , V l K F V s 1.a 1 4 1 4 a 1 1 4 1
So V l G acts quadratically on Z and Lemma 1.9 yields1 a a
< < 3V l G : V l K F 2 ,1 a 1 a
2.15 .
4< < < <V : C Z s V : V l K ? V l G : V l K F 2 . .1 V a 1 1 4 1 a 1 a1
w x <  . < 3As Z , Z / 1 we get V rZ : C Z F 2 ; in particular, V rZ is1 a 1 1 V r Z a 1 11 1
 .an SC-module which by Lemma 1.11 cannot involve M l . But as we2
remarked previously, it must involve a module which is not the natural
 . <one. So V rZ involves the spin module. Now Lemma 1.10 ii implies Z :1 1 a
<  .Z l K s 2 since otherwise we would get a contradiction to 2.15 .a 1
 . w  .xHence, by 2.14 , Z N rN induces a transvection on Z . But now S1, 1.8a 1 1 1
<  . < 4 <  . < 5yields V rZ : C Z N rN G 2 and we get V : C Z G 2 , also1 1 V r Z a 1 a 1 V a1 1 1
 .a contradiction to 2.15 .
 4  4  G i: XCase 2: b G 3. For i, j s 1, 4 let V s Z . Then V s 1 becausei j i
of b G 3. As in Case 1, V rZ involves a nontrivial G rK -module which isi i i i
 .not the natural Sp 2 -module. Moreover, V F G and V F G .6 1 ay1 ay1 1
 .Without loss of generality we may assume that d 4, a s b y 1.
 .Suppose there does not exist any critical pair of type 4, b . Then
 .  .d , a y 1 is not a critical pair for each d g D 1 , i.e., Z F K F G .d ay1 a
 <  .:Hence also V s Z d g D 1 F G . As Z F G and V is abelian, we1 d a a 1 1
w x w xget Z , V , V F Z l V , V s 1; i.e., V acts quadratically on Z . Nowa 1 1 a 1 1 1 a
3 < < <  . <Lemma 1.9 implies 2 G V : V l K s V : C Z K rK . Since Z g1 1 a 1 V a 1 1 a1
K , this yields a contradiction as at the end of Case 1.1
 .So there is also a critical pair 4, b and all the things said about Z1
 .hold for Z , too. In particular, Z rZ G is the natural module and4 4 4
<   .. <V Z S F 4.
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Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄG i< <  :For i s 1, 4. Let Z F Z with Z : Z s 2 and Z 1 G . Set V s Zi i i i i 14 i jy
 4  4for i, j s 1, 4 . As in Case 1 we can show
5Ä Ä Ä< <V , K F Z and 2 F V : V l K 2.16 .i i i a a 1
Äbecause V contains apart from Z a nontrivial module which is not thei i
.natural one . In particular, K s K K . As Z Z F G , V F G , and V14 1 4 1 4 a a 4 a
is abelian, V acts quadratically on Z and V l G acts quadratically ona 4 a 1
 .Z . Applying Lemma 1.9 ii twice, we get1
< < < < < <V : V l K s V : V l K ? V l K : V l Ka a 1 a a 4 a 4 a 1
F 23 ? 23 s 26. 2.17 .
 .Combining this with 2.16 , one easily sees that V g G .a 1
Ä< <Suppose Z : Z l K G 4. Then G rK acts trivially on V rV , be-a a 1 1 1 1 1
 .cause otherwise, interchanging 1 and a in 2.16 , we would get
Ä Ä Ä< < < <V : V l K G V rV : C Z K rK ? V : V l K .Ä1 1 a 1 1 V r V a 1 a 1 1 a1 1
G 22 ? 25 s 27,
Ä Ä .  :in contradiction to 2.17 . So V t 1 G where t g Z _ Z . Now also1 1 4 4y
Ä Ä Ä Äw  : x w  : x w xw xV t , K 1 G . But we have V t , K s V , K t, K F Z Z and1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4yÄ w x  .Z s t, K Z G g Z , also a contradiction.4 1 4 1
Ä< < < <  .Hence Z : Z l K s Z : Z l K s 2 and Z F K . From 2.16a a 1 1 1 a 1 a
Ä Ä Ä Ä . < < < <and 2.17 we deduce that V l G : V l K s V l K : V l K G 4.a 1 a 1 a 4 a 1
 .So the action of Sp 2 on the natural module yields6
Ä Ä Ä w x1 / V l K , Z F K , V l G , Z F Z l Z s V Z S . . .a 4 1 4 4 1 1 1 4 1
Ä Äw x   ..On the other hand, V , Z F V and V is abelian. So, as V Z S 1 Ga 1 a a 1 14yÄ Äw x  :  .and V : G _G , we get V l K , Z 1 V , G s G and Z G / 1.a 4 14 a 4 1 a 14 4 4y
ÄBut Z F K ; therefore1 a
Ä Ä ÄZ G s V l K , Z F V , K F Z . .4 a 4 1 a a a
 .  .  .Let a q 1 g D a and a / b g D a q 1 . Then d b , a s 2 - b and
w  . x w x  .  .Z G , Z F Z , Z s 1. Choose 0 g D 4 such that d 0, a s b y 2.4 b a b
 .  .  .  .Then d b , 0 F d b , a q d a , 0 s 2 q b y 2 s b and Z F G . Sob 0
  ..  <  .:Z F C Z G s G l G . Therefore V s Z b g D a q 1 Fb G 4 0 4 aq1 b0
 . G . As we have seen, V g G for any critical pair d , g compare the4 d g
 ..  .remark after 2.17 , this implies that the pair a q 1, 4 is not a critical
pair, i.e., Z F K F G .aq1 4 1
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w xAs Z F G , we get V , Z F Z l V and V acts quadrati-4 aq1 aq1 4 4 aq1 aq1
< < 3cally on Z . Now Lemma 1.9 yields V : V l K F 2 . Further,4 aq1 aq1 4
Äw xV l K , Z l G s V l K Z F 2.aq1 4 1 aq1 aq1 , 1
4 Ä<  . <So we get V : C t F 2 for t g Z l G s Z l K . If Z s Zaq1 V 1 aq1 1 a 1 1aq1
ÄlK g K this implies that G acts trivially on V rV . But, asa aq1 aq1 aq1 aq1
Äwe have seen previously, this yields a contradiction, and therefore Z F1
w xK . Now Z induces transvections on Z . Hence Z , Z saq1 aq1 1 aq1 1
w x  :Z , Z F Z and Z Z 1 G l G , Z s G . But now alsoa 1 a a aq1 a aq1 1 ay Äw x w x w xZ Z , K 1 G . Because of Z Z , K s Z , K s Z , thisa aq1 a a a aq1 a aq1 a aq1y
yields a contradiction and the lemma is proved.
Ä  .LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a group of type F . Then C K F K for i s 1, 4.4 S i i
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false. By symmetry, we assume that
 .  . w 2 . xC K g K . Then G s C K , O G , K s 1, and from the actionS 1 1 1 G 1 14 11
of G rK on K rK we get14 14 14 4
< < < <K : K l K s K : K l K F 2.1 1 4 4 4 1
w x w 2 .xHence K , G F K l K and K , O G s 1. In particular, we have4 14 1 4 4 14
 .  .C K g K , too. Now G s C K S holds for i s 1, 4, and we getS 4 4 i G ii
 2 . 2 . : < < < <K l K 1 O G , O G , S s G. So K l K s 1, K s K F 2,1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4y
< < 9 10and S s 2 or 2 .
 . < < 4Now we look at G . Since G rK ( S = L 2 , we have S: K s 22 2 2 3 3 2
< < 5 6and K s 2 resp. 2 . But K K 1 G , so from the action of G rK2 2 1 12 12 12y
< <  3 64on K rK it follows that K K rK g 1, 2 , 2 . One easily sees that12 1 2 1 1
< < < < 6the only possibility is K s 2, K s 2 , K g K . Replacing 2 by 3 and 11 2 1 2
< < < < 6by 4, analogously we get K s 2, K s 2 , K g K . Then K K and4 3 4 3 1 2
7 wK K are elementary abelian subgroups of S of order 2 . Since by Gil,3 4
 .x  .  .2.5 the 2-rank of Sp 2 is 6 and every Sylow-2-subgroup of Sp 26 6
contains exactly one elementary abelian subgroup of order 26, we get the
 :contradiction K K s K K 1 G , G s G.1 2 3 4 12 34y
ÄLEMMA 2.6. Let G be a group of type F . Then K s K K and for i s 14 14 1 4
and 4 the following hold:
 .  .i N s O G = K .i 3 i i
 . <  . < <  . < 7 < < 15ii Z G s 2, Z K s 2 , and K s 2 .i i i
 . X  .  .iii K s F K s Z G .i i i
 .  .  .  .  .iv Z K rZ G is the natural Sp 2 -module, K rZ K is the spini i 6 i i
 .  .module, and G rN acts indecomposably on Z K and on K rZ G .i i i i i
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 .Proof. By Lemma 2.5 we have C K F K and, by Lemma 2.3, Z /S i i i
  ..  .V Z S for i s 1, 4. Now, by Lemma 2.4, Z g K and Z rZ G is the1 i j i i
 .  4  4natural Sp 2 -module for i, j s 1, 4 . As Z K rK 1 G rK and6 i j j 14 jy
< <Z K rK ( Z rZ l K as G rN -module, we get Z : Z l K s 2 fromi j j i i j 14 14 i i j
 .the structure of G rK and the action of Sp 2 on the natural module.14 i 6
 .  .  . w x  .  .To be more precise, Z l K Z G rZ G s Z , K Z G rZ G andi j i i i 14 i i
w x   ..Z l K , K F V Z S . Let t g Z _ K . Theni j 14 1 i i j
5< <1 / K : C t F K : K l K F 2 2.18 . .i K j i i ji
 .  .and O G rK acts trivially on K by Lemma 1.6, i.e., N s O G = K ,3 i i i i 3 i i
 .and i is shown.
 .G i:Let V s Z l K . Theni j i
G GX i i :w xV F V , K F Z l K , K F V Z S s Z . . .i i i j i i 1 i
Therefore we can regard V rZ as a module for G rN . As G actsi i i i 14
<nontrivially on Z l K rZ l Z , V rZ is a nontrivial module and V :j i 1 4 i i i
< < <V l K ) Z : Z l K s 2. Hence K s V K s V K by the action ofi j i i j 14 1 4 4 1
G rK on K rK .14 i 14 i
w x w x w x w xNow V , t s K , t s Z l K and V , t Z rZ \ M , t , where Mi j 14 j j i i j i i i j i
 .  .is a G rN -module with M ( M l . So 2.18 implies that V rZ involvesi i i 2 i i
a spin module and that K does not involve any other nontrivial modules.i
By Lemma 1.12 we may assume that there are Z F W 1 G such thati i iyw xK rW is the spin module and W rZ is a trivial module, i.e., G , W F Z .i i i i i i i
Taking into account that K rK l K ( K K rK is elementary1 1 4 1 4 4
abelian, we deduce from the action of K rK on Z that14 4 4
w x X1 / K , Z l K F K F F K F K l K . .1 4 1 1 1 1 4
 .   ..  .  .Now F K l V Z S / 1, and since Z g K , we get F K F Z G .1 1 1 4 1 1
<  . <  .  . XBut Z G F 2, and hence Z G s F K s K is a group of order 2.1 1 1 1
 .By symmetry, the same holds for G and iii is shown.4
w x w xNext we show that W s Z . We have Z , W F Z l G , W F Z li i 4 1 4 14 1 4
  ..  .Z s V Z S ; i.e., W induces transvections on Z rZ G . So we get1 1 1 4 4
< <  .  .  .W : W l K s 2 and W s Z W l K . Now F W F F W l K F1 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 1 4
 .  .  .F K s Z G and F W s 1. Moreover,4 4 1
w x w xZ l K , W s Z l K , W l K Z s Z l K , Z s 1. .4 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 4 1 1
Hence
G1w x w x w x w xK , W s V W , W s V , W F Z l K , W s 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1
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In particular, since K rW is an irreducible G -module and K X / 1, we1 1 1 1
 . <  . < < <have W s Z K . As W : C t s W : W l K s 2 and G rN (1 1 1 W 4 1 1 4 1 11
 . <  . <Sp 2 can be generated by seven conjugates of t , we get W : W l Z G6 4 1 1 1
7 < < 8 < < 8 < < < < 16 < <F 2 and W F 2 . Suppose W s 2 . Then K s K s 2 , K l K1 1 1 4 1 4
11 < < 8s 2 , and W s 2 , too. This yields4
< < < < 7 7W l K ? W l K 2 ? 21 4 4 1 3< <W l W s G s 2 ,1 4 < <W l K W l K K l K .  .1 4 4 1 1 4
<   .. < < < 7  .in contradiction to V Z S s 4. Thus W s 2 and we have ii .1 i
To complete the proof, it remains to show that G rN acts indecompos-i i
 .  .  :  :ably on Z and K rZ G . Let Z G s z . Suppose Z s z = Ui i i i i 1 1 1
w xwith U s Z , G . We can choose t g U _ K . Let t g Z _ K as1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 1
w x  . w x :  :above. Then 1 / t , t g C SrK and 1 / t , t z r z g1 4 U 1 1 4 4 41
 .   ..  : w xC SrK . As V Z S s z , z we must have t , t s z z . NowZ r z : 4 1 1 4 1 4 1 44 4
w x w xthe action of K rK on U yields z z s U l K , K s U l K , K14 1 1 1 4 1 4 14 1 4 4
X  .  :F K s Z G s z , a contradiction. So G acts indecomposably on Z4 4 4 1 1
and, by symmetry, the same holds for the action of G on Z .4 4
 : w xNow suppose K s Z U with Z l U s z and U s U , G . Then1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .the action of Sp 2 on the spin module implies that6
 :  :  :  :w x w xU , K z r z s U , t z r z .1 14 1 1 1 4 1 1
w xAs U , t F Z , this means that U acts trivially on K rZ , in contradic-1 4 4 1 4 4
 .tion to U g K . Again by symmetry, the second statement of iv follows.1 4
 43. UNIQUENESS OF THE AMALGAM G ,G ,G ,G1 2 3 4
Now we are going to determine the multiplication tables of G and G .1 4
w x  :Here we partly follow the construction in Wes . For i s 1, 4 let z si
 .  .  . < < 7Z G , Z s Z K , and M s O G . By Lemma 2.6 we have M s 3 ,i i i i 3 i i
< < 7 w xZ s 2 , and M , K s 1. Moreover, K rZ ( K M rZ M s NrZ M isi i i i i i i i i i i i
 . w  .xthe spin module for G rN ( Sp 2 and Wes, 1.5 yields that G rZ Mi i 6 i i i
7 Ä .splits over NrZ M . As the extension 3 Sp 2 is nonsplit, we get G s K Gi i i 6 i i i
Äwith G l K F Z . Our first step will be to show that G splits over K .i i i i i
Ä First of all, for i s 2, 3, 4 we have P s P l G s P l K G s K P li i 1 i 1 1 1 i
Ä Ä Ä.G s K U , where U s P l G . Similarly, S s K S with S s S l G .1 1 i i i 1 1 1 1 1
ÄLet G s G rM Z and denote by H, h the images in G of any subgroup1 1 1 1 1
Ä Ä  4H F G resp. any element h g G . Then U , U , U are the minimal1 1 2 3 4
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TABLE I
x x x x x x1 2 3 4 5 6
u u u2 3 4 t 1 1 1 1 1 x zt t t t 1 1 1i i i i
t 1 1 1 1 x x2 1 2t t t t1 1 1 6
t 1 1 1 x 1 x3 1 3t t t t2 2 3 2
t 1 1 x 1 1 x4 1 4t t t t3 4 2 7 t 1 x 1 1 1 x5 1 5t t t t4 3 5 9 t 1 1 1 1 x z 16 2 1t t t ]5 5 4 t 1 1 1 x x 17 2 3
t t t t6 6 8 1 t 1 1 1 x z 1 18 3 1
t t t t7 9 7 3 t 1 1 x 1 x 19 2 4
t ] t t8 6 8 u 1 1 x x x x 1 12 3 4 3 4
t t ] t9 7 4 u 1 x x x x x x x x 13 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5
u x x x x 1 1 x x x x4 1 2 1 2 5 6 5 6
 .parabolics of G ( Sp 2 with common Sylow-2-subgroup S . We can1 6 1
choose elements t , . . . , t g S and u g U , i s 2, 3, 4, such that G s1 9 1 i i 1
 :  w x.t , . . . , t , u , u , u and the following relations hold cf. Wes :1 9 2 3 4
2 3 41 s u u s u u s u u , 3.1 . .  .  .2 4 3 4 2 3
t , t s t , t , t s t t , t , t s t ,3 9 2 4 8 1 3 4 7 2
t , t s t t , t , t s t , t , t s t ,4 6 1 2 5 7 3 5 9 4 3.2 .
t , t s t t .8 9 6 7
All the other commutators between the t are trivial and u , u , u act asi 2 3 4
 4 indicated on the left in Table I on t , . . . , t where a ``]'' means that1 9
 . .o t u s 3 for the respective elements .i j
 . w xSince, by Lemma 2.6 iv , Z is an indecomposable G -module, by Dem1 1
the action of G on Z is uniquely determined and we can choose1 1
x , . . . , x g Z such that the relations on the right of Table I hold1 6 1
 w x. w xcompare Wes, Table IV . Notice that Z , N s 1 by Lemma 2.6, so1 1
Äthese relations are even independent of the choice of g g gN for g g G .1 1
Ä ÄNow we do the same for G . Let G s G rM Z , V s P l G for4 4 4 4 4 i i 4
Äi s 1, 2, 3, S s S l G , and choose s , . . . , s g S , ¨ g V , y , . . . , y g Z4 4 1 9 4 i i 1 6 4
such that the relations in Table II hold and
2 3 41 s ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ , 3.3 . .  .  .1 3 1 2 2 3
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TABLE II
y y y y y y1 2 3 4 5 6
s 1 1 1 1 1 y z¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 41 2 3s s s si i i i
s 1 1 1 1 y y2 1 2s s s s1 6 1 1 s 1 1 1 y 1 y3 1 3s s s s2 2 3 2 s 1 1 y 1 1 y4 1 4s s s s3 7 2 4 s 1 y 1 1 1 y5 1 5s s s s4 9 5 3 s 1 1 1 1 y z 16 2 4s ] s s5 4 5 s 1 1 1 y y 17 2 3s s s s6 1 8 6 s 1 1 1 y z 1 18 3 4s s s s7 3 7 9 s 1 1 y 1 y 19 2 4s s s ]8 8 6 ¨ y y y y 1 1 y y y y1 1 2 1 2 5 6 5 6s s ] s9 4 7 ¨ 1 y y y y y y y y 12 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5
¨ 1 1 y y y y 1 13 3 4 3 4
s , s s s , s , s s s s , s , s s s ,3 9 2 4 8 1 3 4 7 2
s , s s s s , s , s s s , s , s s s ,5 6 1 2 5 7 3 5 9 4 3.4 .
s , s s s s .8 9 6 7
To limit the notation, we have chosen the same symbol ``]'', although
then g has two different meanings if g g G l G . But it will always be1 4
.clear from the context which one is meant.
It follows immediately from the preceding relations and Lemma 2.6 that
 : z s y , z s x , Z l K s z , x , . . . , x , and Z l K s z , y , . . . ,1 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 5 4 1 4 1
:  4  4y . As U N rN , U N rN and V N rN , V N rN are parabolic5 2 14 14 3 14 14 2 14 14 3 14 14
systems for G rN ( S , by conjugation in G we can identify the14 14 6 14
generators of G rN modulo N . Taking into account that P and P14 14 14 2 3
play opposite roles in G and G , we get1 4
t N s s N , t N s s N , t N s s N ,6 14 7 14 7 14 6 14 8 14 9 14
3.5 .
t N s s N , u N s ¨ N , u N s ¨ N .9 14 8 14 2 14 2 14 3 14 3 14
Ã :  :  :Let L s t , t , t , t , u , u , L s s , s , s , s , ¨ , ¨ , K s K r z ,1 6 7 8 9 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 2 3 1 1 1
Ï  :and K s K r z .4 4 4
 . w x X  :From N s M l M K K we get N , Z l K F K s z . So14 1 4 1 4 14 4 1 1 1
 .  .  :3.5 implies that the action of L on Z l K r z is uniquely deter-1 4 1 1
 :mined. In particular, z , y , y , y , y is an indecomposable module forÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã4 2 3 4 5
L ( S .1 6
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TABLE III
c y y y y y y y y 0Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã2 3 4 5 7 8 9 1
t 1 1 y y 1 1 y yÃ Ã Ã Ã6 2 3 7 8
t 1 1 1 y x 1 1 1 y xÃ Ã Ã Ã7 2 1 7 6
t 1 y 1 y 1 y 1 yÃ Ã Ã Ã8 2 4 7 9
t 1 1 y x 1 1 1 y x 1Ã Ã Ã Ã9 3 1 8 6
u y y y y y y y y y y y y y y 0 y y 0Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã2 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 7 8 7 8 9 1 9 1
u 1 y y y y 1 1 y y y y 1Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã3 3 4 3 4 8 9 8 9
Ä  . w xNow there exists an element s g G such that o s s 3, s , L s 1,1 1 1 1 1
t y1 s s1 1 1s s s , and x s x . If we define y s y for 2 F i F 5, this1 1 6 1 5qi i
 :definition is independent of the choice s g s , x , y , y , y , y is anÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã1 1 6 7 8 9 10
 :L -module isomorphic to z , y , y , y , y , andÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã1 4 2 3 4 5
 :K s Z y , y , y , y , y , y , y , y .1 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10
ÃThe remaining relations for the action of L on K , which follow from1 1
 . s43.5 and Table II, are listed in Table III. Similarly, setting x s x foriq5 i
Ä a suitable s g G , we get Table IV for the action of L s s , s , s , s ,4 4 4 6 7 8 9
Ï:¨ , ¨ on K .2 3 4
For further calculations it will be helpful to consider matrices. With
Ã  4  .respect to the basis B s x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y , y , . . . , y of the GF 2Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã1 6 2 5 7 10
Ãs vector space K , for the elements g g L we have matrices of the shape1 1
g 0 O O
2 1g s ,g g O 03 1g O g
TABLE IV
c y y y y y y y y 0Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ã2 3 4 5 7 8 9 1
s 1 1 x x 1 1 x xÏ Ï Ï Ï6 2 3 7 8
s 1 1 1 x y 1 1 1 x yÏ Ï Ï Ï7 2 1 7 6
s 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 xÏ Ï Ï Ï8 2 4 7 9
s 1 1 x y 1 1 1 x y 1Ï Ï Ï Ï9 3 1 8 6
¨ 1 x x x x 1 1 x x x x 1Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï2 3 4 3 4 8 9 8 9
¨ x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 0 x x 0Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï3 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 7 8 7 8 9 1 9 1
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where the g i are determined by Table I resp. Table IV, in particular,
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 01 1t s , t s ,6 71 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 01 1t s , t s ,8 90 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0  0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 01 1w s , w s .2 30 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
Moreover,
s 0 O O1 0 O 1
0O O I O I Os s with s s .4 41 1  03 0 1 O 1s I I1 4 4
  .By I we denote the n, n -identity matrix and O stands for any matrixn
 . .of suitable size in which all entries are equal to 0.
w xExploiting the relation s , L s 1 successively for the elements t , t ,1 1 6 8
3 u , and u , matrix multiplication shows that s s O. This is equivalent to3 2 1
w x  : .y , s g y z , 2 F i F 5.iq5 1 1 1
 :  :As t K s Z K s y K , we have t s y q for a suitable element1 1 4 1 6 1 1 6
w x w x X  : <q g K . This implies Z l K , t s Z l K , q F K s z and Z l1 4 1 1 4 1 1 1 4
 . <  .  :  .K : C t F 2. Now L acts on C t , z , z F C t , and1 Z l K 1 1 Z l K 1 1 4 Z l K 14 1 4 1 4 1
 .  : w xZ l K r z , z is an irreducible L -module. Therefore Z l K , t4 1 1 4 1 4 1 1
<  . <  :s 1. Similarly, Z l K : C t F 2 because t , t , t , t , t K s K4 1 Z l K 2 1 2 3 4 5 1 144 1
 .  .s K K . Since C t s U l L acts on C t and since we can see4 1 L 2 2 1 Z l K 21 4 1
 :  .from Table III that Z l K r z , z has no U l L -submodule of4 1 1 4 2 1
w x  :index 2, we have Z l K , t s 1, too. The action of L on t , . . . , t4 1 2 1 1 5
now yields
 :Z l K , t , . . . , t s 1. 3.6 .4 1 1 5
t y11As s is inverted by t , i.e., s g s M Z , we get1 1 1 1 1 1
s1s1w x w xy , t s y , t s y , t siq5 1 i 1 i 1 1
 :w xs y , s g y z for 2 F i F 5. 3.7 .iq5 1 i 1
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Analogous arguments applied to G yield4
 :Z l K , s , . . . , s s 1 3.8 .1 4 1 5
and
 :w x w xx , s s x , s g x z for 2 F i F 5. 3.9 .iq5 1 iq5 4 i 4
Now we are able to proof
ÄLEMMA 3.1. Let G be a group of type F . Then for i s 1, 4, there are4
Ä Ä 7 Ä Ä .G F G such that G ( 3 Sp 2 , G s K G , and K l G s 1.i i i 6 i i i i i
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to prove the statement for G . We1
Ä Ä Ã Ä  :already know that G s K G with K l G F Z . Let G s G r z M1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
6 Ã Ã .( 2 Sp 2 and suppose the extension Z 1 G does not split. As there6 1 1y
6  .exists only one uniquely determined nonsplit extension 2 ? Sp 2 , we may6
Ä 2 w xÃ Ã Ãassume that t , t g G are chosen such that t s x and t , t s 1Ã1 2 1 1 1 1 2
 w  .x.compare the proof of Wes, 4.6 . As above, we have t s y q with1 6 1
Ä Ä y1q g K and t s t q for suitable t g K and q g K . Now q s q or1 1 2 2 2 2 4 2 1 1 1
q z implies that1 1
2 X2  :w x w x w xt s y q s y , q g t , q K s t , q z , .1 6 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2  :  :Ãand because t s x is equivalent to t g z , x _ z , we must haveÃ1 1 1 1 1 1
w x  .  .t , q s x or z x . Table I together with 3.6 and 3.7 shows that1 1 1 1 1
 :Äq s x w with some w g K l K . As y , t is abelian we get1 6 1 4 6 2
 :Ä Äw x w xt , t s y q , t q s y , q q , t mod z .1 2 6 1 2 2 6 2 1 2 1
 :Ä Äw x w xs y , q x w , t s y , q x w , t mod z . .6 2 6 2 6 2 2 2 1
Xw x  : w x w x  :But w, t g K s x , y , q g Z l K , and t , t g z . This yields2 4 1 6 2 4 1 1 2 1
w xw xw xÄthe contradiction x s t , t y , q w, t g Z l K .2 1 2 6 2 2 4 1
Ä Ä :  :So we may assume that K l G F z . If the extension z 1 G1 1 1 1 1yÄ  .does not split, then G rM ( 2 ? Sp 2 is the uniquely determined perfect1 1 6
 . 2 2central extension of Sp 2 and we may assume that t s t s 1 and6 1 2
w x  w  .xt , t s z compare the proof of Wes, 4.7 and notice that we can1 2 1
Ä  .xargue in the same way because G and 2 ? Sp 2 have isomorphic Sylow-1 6
. Ä2-subgroups . As before, we have t s y q , t s t q for suitable q , q g1 6 1 2 2 2 1 2
2  .2 w x  .ÄK , t g K . Now 1 s t s y q s y , q , i.e., q g C y s K l K1 2 4 1 6 1 6 1 1 K 6 1 41
w x w x w xw xÄ Äand t s y q g K . Since z s t , t s t , t q s t , q t , t and1 6 1 4 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
w x X  : w xÄt , t g K s z , we must have t , q s z or z z . So q f K l K1 2 4 4 1 2 1 1 4 2 1 4
 .  .and Table I resp. 3.6 and 3.7 show that q s x w with some2 6
2 w x w xw x X  :Äw g K l K .But then t s t , x w g t , x t , w K s x z or1 4 2 2 6 2 6 2 1 2 1
2 :x x z and t / 1, again a contradiction and the lemma is shown.2 1 1 2
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Ä ÄSo from now on we may assume that G s K G with K l G s 1 andi i i i i
Ä 7 Ä Ä .  : G ( 3 Sp 2 for i s 1, 4. Let G s t , . . . , t , u , u , u , G s s , . . . ,i 6 1 1 9 2 3 4 4 1
: ws , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , z , x , y , L , and L as above. It follows from Hei, Sect. 3,9 1 2 3 i i i 1 4
 .  .  .  .x  .  .R1 , R2 , R3 , R3 that the relations in 3.2 and 3.4 and Tables I0 1
 .  .and II hold if we omit the ``]'' 's. Instead of the relations 3.1 and 3.3 we
have the following:
2 3 121 s u u s u u s u u , .  .  .2 4 3 4 2 3
4  :1 s u u , t , . . . , t , t t , t t , t t , .2 3 1 5 6 7 7 8 8 9
X3.1 .
u uy1 t2 3 94 4 4 4u u s u u s u u s u u , .  .  .  . .  .  .  .2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
and
2 3 121 s ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ , .  .  .1 3 1 2 2 3
4  :1 s ¨ ¨ , s , . . . , s , s s , s s , s s , .2 3 1 5 6 7 7 8 8 9
X3.3 .
¨ ¨ sy1 2 3 94 4 4 4¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3
ÄNext we are going to show that the action of G on K is uniquelyi i
determined.
 . .As above, there is q g K l K s Z l K Z l K such that t s1 1 4 1 4 4 1 1
w x w x  .y q . From t , L s 1 s y , L and 3.5 follows that6 1 1 1 5 4
w x w x w x w xq , L s y , L F y , L N s y , K F Z l K .1 1 6 1 6 4 14 6 1 4 1
Now Table I implies that q g Z l K . Thus t g Z .1 4 1 1 4
Ï .The action of G rN ( Sp 2 on the natural module Z shows that all4 4 6 4
 :  .  :  .elements in Z r z _ Z l K r z are conjugate in O G rN s4 4 4 1 4 2 14 4
w xN N rN . As N N rN s K N rN and N , K s 1, there exists g g K14 4 4 14 4 4 1 4 4 4 4 1
g  : w x X  :such that t g y z . Now Z l K , g F K s z . So we can replace1 6 4 4 1 1 1
 4 geach h g y , . . . , y , s , . . . , s , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ by h without changing the rela-1 6 1 9 1 2 3
tions deduced until now. Since the same holds interchanging the roles of
G and G , there is no loss of generality assuming1 4
 :  :t g y z and s g x z . 3.10 .1 6 4 1 6 1
w x w xThis implies, in particular, that L , y s L , x s 1 and that the actions1 6 4 6
of L on Z and L on Z are uniquely determined. Conjugating with s1 4 4 1 1
resp. s , we even get a uniquely determined action on K resp. K ; i.e., we4 1 4
Ã Ïmay omit the `` '' 's in Table III and the `` '' 's in Table IV.
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 . .Let N s M l M K l K . Then it follows from what we have just0 1 4 1 4
 .said that 3.5 can be improved to
t N s s N , t N s s N , t N s s N ,6 0 7 0 7 0 6 0 8 0 9 0
3.5X .
t N s s N , u N s ¨ N , u N s ¨ N .9 0 8 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 3 0
w x w x  .Moreover, for 2 F i F 5, we have that y , t s t , t s 1. Now 3.66 i 1 i
 :  .  .  .implies that t , t , t , t F C Z l K l C y s C Z s K , so2 3 4 5 K 4 1 K 6 K 4 414 14 14
 :w xt , K s t , . . . , t , Z s 1. 3.11 .1 4 4 5 4
w x w x w x  :  .Further, t , K s y , K s y , K g y z , y , y , y , y and 3.71 1 6 1 6 14 1 4 2 3 4 5
can be simplified to
w x w x Xt , y s s , y s y for 2 F i F 5. 3.7 .1 iq5 1 iq5 i
Similarly, we get
 :w xs , K s s , . . . , s , Z s 1 3.12 .1 1 1 5 1
and
w x w x Xs , x s s , x s x for 2 F i F 5. 3.9 .1 iq5 4 iq5 i
 X .  .For 7 F j F 10, we deduce from 3.7 , 3.10 , and Table II that
w x w xy , y s y , t s y s s , y ,j 6 j 1 jy5 jy5 6
w xequivalently, y s , y s 1. Nowj jy5 6
 :  :x , y , y , y , y K s K s s , s , s , s , s K ,6 7 8 9 10 4 14 1 2 3 4 5 4
 .so y s g C y s K and y K s s K . From Table II it followsj jy5 K 6 4 j 4 jy5 414
that
y s z , if i q j s 12,1 1w x w xy , y s y , s s 3.13 .i j i jy5  1, otherwise,
which means that the images of elements y , y , y , y , y , y , y , y form2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10
 :a basis of the orthogonal space K rZ , where y Z , y Z are mutu-1 1 1 1 12yi 1
Äally orthogonal hyperbolic planes. In particular, the action of G rM on1 1
 4the set y Z , . . . , y Z , y Z , . . . , y Z , y Z is uniquely determined and,2 1 5 1 7 1 9 1 10 1
Ã .in consideration of 3.11 , with respect to the basis B we get matrices for
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 w x.t , t , t , t , t of the following shape again compare Wes :1 2 3 4 5
t 0 O Oi
O I Ot s ,4i
1 0u t Ii i 4
where
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 01 1t s , t s ,2 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 1t s , t s .4 50 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0  X.The matrices t are determined by Table I and u s 0 by 3.7 , but wei 1
 .  .have to calculate the 4, 6 -matrices u s u for 2 F i F 5.i i jk
w x w xFirst, for 1 F j F 4 we have t , y g K , K F K l K . As Z li jq6 4 1 1 4 1
 : 2 0K s z , x , . . . , x this implies u s 0. Further, t s 1 yields u t s u4 1 1 5 i j6 i i i i
w xand u s u s u s u s 0 for 1 F j F 4. Using the fact that t , U2 j5 3 j4 4 j3 5 j2 2 2
w xs 1 and exploiting the relation t , g s 1 successively for g s2
t , t , t , t , u , we can calculate6 8 7 9 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0u s .2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
u3 u2 u3 ÄNow we get u , u , u from t s t , t s t , t s t . Since G s3 4 5 3 2 4 3 5 4 1
Ä Ã :t , . . . , t , s , L , the action of G on K is uniquely determined. We1 5 1 1 1 1
have listed the corresponding relations in Table V.
w xThe commutators u , y can be easily calculated using the relationÃ4 i
u M s t s1 t5 M and we have omitted the ``1'' 's in Table V, if we already4 1 2 1
know that a relation also holds without it. As we have seen above, this is
 .  X.the case for all the generators contained in L . By 3.11 and 3.7 it is1
also true for t , s and, with respect to y , y , y , y , for t , t , t , t . So it1 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5
remains to consider the action of t , t , t , t on y , y , y , y .2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10
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TABLE V
c y y y y y y y y 0Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã2 3 4 5 7 8 9 1
t 1 1 1 1 y y y y1 2 3 4 5
Ã Ãt 1 1 1 1 1 1 y x y xÃ Ã Ã Ã2 2 3 3 4
Ã Ãt 1 1 1 1 1 y x 1 y xÃ Ã Ã Ã3 2 3 4 5
Ã Ãt 1 1 1 1 y x 1 y x 1Ã Ã Ã Ã4 3 2 5 5
Ã Ãt 1 1 1 1 y x y x 1 1Ã Ã Ã Ã5 4 3 5 4
t 1 1 y y 1 1 y y6 2 3 7 8
t 1 1 1 y x 1 1 1 y x7 2 1 7 6
t 1 y 1 y 1 y 1 y8 2 4 7 9
t 1 1 y x 1 1 1 y x 19 3 1 8 6
u y y y y y y y y y y y y y y 0 y y 02 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 7 8 7 8 9 1 9 1
u 1 y y y y 1 1 y y y y 13 3 4 3 4 8 9 8 9
Ã Ã Ãu 1 1 y y y y y y y y 1 yÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã4 4 7 5 8 4 7 5 8 1
u4 u3 <w x < 4 <w x < 4We have t s t and K , t s 2 . Hence K , t s 2 and z f2 7 1 7 1 2 1
Äw x w x w xK , t , which implies y , t s y , t s 1. Conjugation in G yields1 2 7 2 8 2 1
w x w x w x w x w x w xy , t s y , t s y , t s y , t s y , t s y , t s 1.7 3 9 3 8 4 10 4 9 5 10 5
3.14 .
w x w x w x X  :Moreover, t , V l L F t , U N s t , N F K s z . Therefore2 2 4 2 2 0 2 0 4 4
w 2 .x  :t , O V l L s 1 and Table II and IV show that t g z , z , x , x .2 2 4 2 1 4 2 7
  2 ..  :We have y g C O V l L , too, but t g y z , z , x , x implies6 K 2 4 2 6 1 4 2 74
the contradiction
w x w xz x x s t t , x s t t , s1 1 2 1 2 6 1 2 1
 :  :w xs y t , s g z , z , x , x , s s x ..6 2 1 1 4 2 7 1 2
s1 w . : xNow t f K , x x s x , and Z l K s , . . . , s , s s 1. So if we2 1 2 7 7 4 1 1 5 1
 4 s1replace each h g y , . . . , y , s , . . . , s , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ by h , then we do not1 6 1 9 1 2 3
change any of the generators of K ; i.e., we do not influence the relations1
for the action of G on K . We only have to be careful with y because1 1 6
s1  :  .y s z z y . This means that, assuming t g x z , z , instead of 3.106 1 4 6 2 7 1 4
 :we can only suppose t g y z , z . But we will see below that this does1 6 1 4
not matter. Applying the same procedure with interchanged roles of G1
and G and conjugating with u , u resp. ¨ , ¨ , we get4 2 3 2 3
 :  :t g x z , z and s g y z , z for 1 F i F 5. 3.15 .i iq5 1 4 i iq5 1 4
 .Now 3.15 , Table V, and the analogous relations for the action of G on4
Ï w x w x  :  :K yield t , y s x , s g y x z l y x z . So4 2 9 7 4 2 3 1 2 3 4
u2w x w x w xt , y s y x and t , y s t , y s y x .2 9 2 3 2 10 2 9 3 4
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Since the corresponding relations for t , t , and t again follow by3 4 5
 : conjugation, the action of t , . . . , t on K is uniquely determined. The1 5 1
Ã .relations in Table V indeed hold without the `` '' 's. Obviously, the same
 :holds for the action of s , . . . , s on K . We resume our result in1 5 4
Ä  .LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a group of type F . Then G rO G and4 1 3 1
 .G rO G are isomorphic to maximal parabolic subgroups of the simple4 3 4
 .group of Lie type F 2 .4
 .   .  . :Proof. Let F ( F 2 , F s x 1 , . . . , x 1 , w , w , w , w such that4 1 24 1 2 5 10
w xthe relations in Gut hold. It follows from the above results that the maps
w : G ª F, i s 1, 4 are homomorphisms onto a maximal parabolic of Fi i
with ker w s M , where the w are defined as in Table VI.i i i
Now we are going to show that we can identify the generators of G1
 X.  .resp. G which are contained in G l G . First, from 3.5 and 3.15 we4 1 4
get
 :w x w x w x w xt s t , t s x , t g x , s x , N s x z ,2 4 7 9 7 9 6 9 0 7 4
 :  : ¨ 3 :  :analogously t g x z , t g x z , and t s t z s x z . Let t3 8 4 4 9 4 5 9 4 10 4 i
e i  4 e5 e4 e3 e2 xs x z with e g 0, 1 and x s x x x x . Then x g Z and t s5q i 4 i 2 3 4 5 1 i
x . It is easy to see that we do not affect the relations for G if we5q i 1
substitute each h g G by h x. Again we do the same with interchanged4
roles of G and G and get1 4
t s x and s s y for 2 F i F 5. 3.15X .i iq5 i iq5
TABLE VI
 .  .  .  .g g G h g G w g s w h g g G h g G w g s w h1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4
 .  .x z x 1 z y x 11 4 24 1 1 21
 .  .x x x 1 t y x 12 2 23 1 6 7
 .  .x x x 1 t x x 13 3 22 2 7 9
 .  .x x x 1 t x x 14 4 20 3 8 8
 .  .x x x 1 t x x 15 5 19 4 9 6
 .  .x x x 1 t x x 16 6 18 5 10 5
 .  .y y x 1 t s x 12 2 17 6 7 3
 .  .y y x 1 t s x 13 3 16 7 6 4
 .  .y y x 1 t s x 14 4 15 8 9 1
 .  .y y x 1 t s x 15 5 14 9 8 2
 .  .y s x 1 u ¨ w 17 2 13 2 2 1
 .  .y s x 1 u ¨ w 18 3 12 3 3 2
 .  .y s x 1 u ] w 19 4 11 4 5
 .  .y s x 1 ] ¨ w 110 5 10 1 10
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 . w x w x w x  :Now t s t t t s t , t x g x , s x x , N s y z ; similarly, s1 1 2 2 5 6 7 10 7 7 10 0 6 4 1
 :g x z as before. Consider the map u : G ª G defined as follows:6 1 1 1 1
u x s x for x g K , .1 1
u t s t for i / 1, 6, 8, .1 i i
u t s t z , u t s t x , u t s t x , .  .  .1 1 1 4 1 6 6 2 1 8 8 3
u u s u z , u u s u , u u s u . .  .  .1 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 4 4
w  .x  .By Gut, 4.6 the map u : G rM ª G rM defined as u xM s1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .4  .4u x M extends to an automorphism of G rM . As u u s u u z ,1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 1
it is not difficult to see that u extends to an automorphism of G . Hence1 1
 .  .substituting, if necessary, all g g G by u g and all g g G by u g for a1 1 4 4
suitably defined automorphism u of G , w.l.o.g. we can assume4 4
t s y and s s x . 3.16 .1 6 1 6
 X.Together with 3.15 and the actions of L and L on K , this implies1 4 14
 X.  . :that 3.5 even holds if we replace N by M l M z , z . Then0 1 4 1 4
 :  : X XL z , z s L z , z and L s L . Furthermore,1 1 4 4 1 4 1 4
¨1 ¨1 u4¨1 ¨1u4 q u4 q u4 q q w xs s s s x s x s x s x s t s t s t t , q6 1 6 5 5 8 3 7 7 7
for some
w xq s u , ¨ g O P P .4 1 2 1 4
 :s z , z , x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y , y , y , y , t , . . . , t , t , . . . , t .1 4 2 6 2 5 7 8 9 1 4 6 9
w x  :  :Therefore s t s t , q g t , x , x , y z l z , z s 1 and we get6 7 7 2 2 3 2 4 1 4
s s t , s s t , s s t , s s t , ¨ s u , ¨ s u .6 7 7 6 8 9 9 8 2 2 3 3
Y3.15 .
 .   .  .Proof of the Theorem. Let F ( F 2 , F s x 1 , . . . , x 1 , w , w ,4 1 24 1 2
: w xw , w such that the relations in Gut hold. Let w , w be the homomor-5 10 1 4
phism from Lemma 3.2 and define a homomorphism w : G ª F by
w g , if g g G , .1 1
w g s .  w g , if g g G . .4 4
 :  X.  Y .  .It follows from G s G , G , 3.15 , 3.5 , and 3.16 that w is well1 4
defined and that w is an epimorphism with Ker w l G s M s G l Mi i i
  .G:  .where M s O G s ker w. Moreover, all the relations of F 23 14 4
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which involve only elements that are either all contained in G or all in G1 4
 .2are fulfilled in GrM. So it remains to show that ¨ u s 1. But, on the1 4
 .2  .2one hand, we have 1 s w w s w ¨ u and, on the other hand,5 10 1 4
 .P P rO P P ( S = S . Therefore1 4 2 1 4 3 3
2¨ u g ker w l O P P F ker w l S s 1, .  .1 4 2 1 4
which is the assertion.
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